Robert Miles Joins Bacompt’s
Information Security Team
March 2017
Carmel, Indiana
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Bacompt, a leading provider of data processing, printing, and mailing of information-sensitive documents,
announces the addition of Robert Miles as Information Security Manager. Miles brings more than 20 years
of database development and administration with a focus on complex relational design for the finance and
healthcare industries.
Miles began his career in the United States Navy as a data processing technician stationed aboard the USS
Theodore Roosevelt from 1987 through 1991. He then moved into SQL design and administration, followed
by web development, for corporations in the private sector. For the past 16 years, Miles has been responsible for data acquisition, web applications, security administration, and server integration for Indiana
University Health Physicians (formerly Indiana University Medical Group) and Eskenazi Health Services.
“I’m excited to join a company that not only meets, but also exceeds the strict security protocols that are
required in today’s world of cyber-vulnerability,” states Miles.
“We believe that Robert brings just the right talent and experience to the table regarding HIPAA and
finance-related compliance,” explains Dwayne Hurt, Executive Vice President and COO at Bacompt. “We’re
very fortunate to have Robert on our team, delivering the highest standards in security for our document
solutions.”

About Bacompt
As a leader in data manipulation and its application to on-demand, digital printing and mailing, Bacompt
has refined document processing and taken security to a whole new level. This enables customers to save
costs and enhance revenue by facilitating more timely responses in a highly secure environment.
Bacompt’s robust array of services includes custom programming, list hygiene, variable-data printing, and
barcoding. Its nationwide customer base includes large healthcare networks, collection agencies, and a
variety of government agencies at both state and federal levels.
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